
Chapter-VI Ourgapuja of the Ugra-Kshatr i ya 

In this chapter, we shall discuss the rituals of Durgapuja of the :]agadya 

temple and in the localities of t~c Ugra-Kshatriya. Analysis of the rituals will 

be particularly on two topics namely, the relationship between the temple and the 

locality in the course of the rltuals, and the ritual organization within the 

localities. 

Durgapuja is the biggest annual function of Bengal. In the village, they 

perform five Durgapujas in the localities of the Ugra-Kshatriya as. well as in the 

temple. Let.us at the outset examine in detail the sequence of Durgapuja in the 

temple. The temple Durgapuja is regarded the a standard model for the other 

Durgapujas of the l oca 1 i tics in the vi 11 age. Ncverthlcss, each Durgapuja is 

closely connected in various aspects of the ritual course. These Durgapujas in the 

localities are integrated into the Durgapuja of the temple systematically. · There 

is aalso a rotation system of the ritual organization of the Durgapujas. A case 

to be examined here is on a locality of the Ugra-Kshatriya called Uttar-para 

(Caudhuri-para) in thc_nnrthern part of the village. The rotation system of the 

rituals of the lineages is· called "sola-anna-puja" , which has al.ready been 

discussed in chapter- T T f. This topic is amplified further here. 

1. The sequence of the Durgapuja 

Table-18 presents a series of the ritual items of the Durgapuja at the 

Jogadya temple in their ritual sequence. Durgapuja is a popular urban festival in 

Calcutta. In this case, the Durgapuja is held for four days from the seventh to 

the tenth bright fon',,ight in the lunar month of Aswin (from saptami to dasami {n 

suklapaksha). Tn the vi llagc, the Durgapuja in each locality is held as per the 
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ordinary schedule. !1111 in its traditional style in the old temple such as the 

Mrinmaymandir in Bishnupur of Bankra District, it takes sixteen days from the ninth 

of dark fortnight in the lunar month of Bhadra to the tenth bright fortnight of 

Aswin (from nahami in krj.•;hnflptiksha to ·dasamj in suklapksha). The Durgapuja in the 
,~'.! 

.• 

village Kshiragram has, however, the schedule of seventeen days from eigQ:th dark 

fortnight in the lunar month of Bhadra (from krishna astami to vijaydasami) in the 

temple. 

The first column of the table given the date of Durgapuja according to the 

lunar calendar which begins with the ritual of helbaran in the seventh of the dark 

fortnight to the vijaydnsflmi in the tenth of the hright fo1·t night. The next is 

the date in the Beng;1l i almanac in 1994, which begins in the tenth of the lunar~ 

month of Aswin to the twenty-seventh of Aswin. 

Table-18 Sequence of Durgapuja at the temple 

Dark fort night/Lunar month of Ashwin/Calendar in 1994 A.D./Ritual names 

7th lOth Sep,27th Bel-haran 

8th 11th 28th Bad-nabumi/ 

Puja(helphal) /sandhyarati/ tarpan/ durgaghat 

. 9th' 12th 29th Puja(ghan/sandhyarati(tarpan/dui·gaghat 

lOth 13th 30th Puja (ghat) I sandhyara til tarpanl durgagha t 

11th 14th Dec, 1st Puja(ghllt) I sandhyaratil tarpanl durgaghat 
---

12th 15th 2nd Puja (ghat) I sandhyara t i I tarpanl durgagha t 

13th 16th 3rd Puju (ghn-i) /sEJndhynrtl til tnrpan/ durgagha t 

ltl th 17th .1th Mahalay/ 

Tarpansraddhl Puja(ghat) /sandh.raratil durgaghat 
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The new moon 

18th 5th 

The bright fortnight 

1st 

2nd 

4th 

5th 

6th 

7th 

8th 

19th 

20th 

21st 

22nd 

23rd 

21th 

25th 

9th 26th 

lOth 27th 

6th 

7th 

8th 

9th 

lOth 

11th 

12th 

13th 

14th 

Puja (ghat) I sandh_yara ti I durgagha t 

Puja(ghat)lsandhyaratildurgaghat 

fJujn (ghat) /sandhyarn t i I durgaghn t 

CaturtMpatrikapuja (abbr. C. P.) 

PuJa(C. P.)lsandhyarati/durgaghat 

Puja (C. P. ) I sandhyara iiI durgagha t 

Sashtipuja. 

.. 
' 

Puja(C. P.) I sandhyaratil durgaghatiNabapatrikapuja 

Snptamipuja (to Nahapatrika; N. P.) 

Nabapatrikasnan/Pathabali 

Sandhyara Ci I durgagha t 

Jfahastamipuja (N. P.) 

Sandhyara t i I durgagha t 

SandhyipujaiPanthabali 

Nabamipuja (N.P.) 

Moshbal i/ hom/ Candi pa thl sandhyara t i I durgagha t 
.. A~ 

Dasamipuja (N.P.) 

Bisarjan/Vijaypranam 

Ugalpuja 



2. The Durgapuja in the Jogadya temple 

a) The tenth of the lunar month of Aswin; Bel-baran 

Bel-baran is the first ritual step to invoke the goddess Durga through the 

worship of the bel-tree (Acgle marmelos) at the bank of Khelopukur. Formerly, there 

were planted one hundred and eight beljtrees on the bank of Khelopukur next to.the 

.Das-para on the western side of the village. The Durgapuja in the temple begins 

with the ritual invocation to the bel-tree on the seventh of the dark fortnight every 

year. In 1994, the day for bcl-baran is on the day of the tenth of the lunar month 

of Aswin. In 1995,. it is on the thirtieth of the lunar month of Bhadra. 

After the regular sandhyaraU at the temple, a Brahman-sebai t belonging to 

the lineage of Sat-h~ti marches through the street of the village from the temple 

to the Khelopukur with a Baiti playing his drum. At the base of the bel tree at 

the bank of Khelopukur, he sits in front of the tree and performs the ritual of 

: badan. It is a ritual invocation to the goddess Durga inside the tree. People 

think that the bel-tree symbolizes the abode of the goddess Durga as a wife of the 

god Siva, and she usually stays with him. The ritual to the b8l-tree, therefore, 

is the invocation to the goddess living in the tree to the altar of the puja on the 

earth once a year. The priest offers to the goddess sugar, sweets (manda), 

vegetables, incense, sjndur, flowers (durba-phul and jaba-phul in particular), and 

leaves of bel. He uses the ritual utensils such.· as a small vessel (kasakusi), 

conch-shell, and bell, hut without- using the pot as in the badan in the other 

ordinary pujas. After the purification of himself, his seat, and the utensils, 

he starts the sanka)pa (the proclamation of the beginning of the ritual) in the 

name of the Bardhaman Maharaja. Then, he performs the Badan to the bel-tree. 

At the end of the ritual, the priest cuts down a pair of bel fruits on the 

tree to which he performs the puja. lie carries them in his hand and marches back 

to the temple accompanied by the Raiti playing his drum. He enshrines the pair of 
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bel fruits on the altar of the temple . In every ritual occns ion during the 

Durgapuja, the priests perform to the fruits at the altar until bisar)an in the 

final day of dasami. 

' .. 

b) The eleventh of Aswin; Bodnabamf 

The ninth of the dark fortnight is traditionally regarded as the first day 

of Durgapuja, although the village priests start their ritual two days before the 

ninth in the temple. [n I 994, the ninth of the dark fortnight (krishnapaksha-

n,abami) fell on the eleventh of Aswin, which means the twenty eighth of September, 

1994. The ritual starts at the temple in the afternoon. At this time, the 

Brahman-sebait, the Baiti, the paik.of Bagdi, and the Malakar assemble at the 

temple. They make a procession from the temple to the Khelopukur again. The front 

position of the procession is occupied by the paik beating the gong in hi~'h~nd. 

The Brahman-sebait holding the ritual utensils follows him. The Malakar with the 

copper pot on his head and the Baiti playing his drum follow them. ·on both sides 

of the street of the village, many villagers are waiting for the arrival of the 

procession. The housewives (ginni) receive them with incense and votive lights. 

They make a deep vow LP' Lhe street for the procession passing through them. 

At the bank of the Khelopukur, the Malakar takes an ablution· in the pond, and 

draws the water with the pot. ~oon, the procession returns to. the temple. Many 

villagers receiv·e them again on the s-#i:eet. Inside the temple, the Sabha-pandit 

and the Candipathak arc waiting for the procession. The pot is enshrined at the 

left side on the altar of the temple. They-begin the ritual of upacarapujaand 

candipath. After the puja, the Sabha-pandi t performs the ritual of reception 

(ara ti) with pancha-pradip, conch-she 11, and flowers accompanying with the sound 

of the gong by the Malakar. Then, the Brahman-sebai t stands at the threshold of 

the main temple and gives the garlands made of sara grass to the every lineage of 

the Ugra-Kshatriya. At first, he calls the name of "Daraga bnbu", and then· 
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"Pala-dhar" . Daragn ,', thu means the Rajkachan· of the Jogadya temple. The Pala

dhar means the person who is in charge of holding the head of the buff~llo in the 

sacrifice of Nabamipuja. The lineage which is in charge must offer the special 

offerings tothe temple. Then, he ca;J.ls the names of the nine lineages.;of the 

Ugra-Kshatriya in tho same order as in the Jogadyapuja of Baishakh. Therefore, the 

calling order by the Brahman-sebait at this time is Daraga babu, Pala-dhar, Datta, 

Samant, Malla, Sani, Rara-Ray, Cato-Ray, Josh, Cato-Sarnant, and Caudhuri. Every 

representative of the lineage receives the garland in front of the door of the main 

temple from the hand of the Brahman-sebait and puts it over their heads. He puts 

phonta as of sjndur (sacred symbol of vermilion) to their foreheads. From this 

day, the pot is ensht·ined unLil bh;arjan at the end of Durgapuja and the Brahman·~ 

sebait performs the puja to it twice a day. 

c) The seventeenth of Aswin; Mahalay 

On this day, many villagers go to the bank of the Ganga at Katwa to have an 

ablution in a specified momeHt described in the almanac. This is still a very 

popular custom all over Bengal. ln case of being occupied for some works, the 

villager take an ablution in the pond of Kshirdighi or sprinkle water of the Ganga 

over their body entering into the cow-shed. Some villagers make a group to visit 

Katwa.' accompanying their priest of the lineage (kula-purohit) and perform the 

ritual of tarpan-sraddha. Some others invite the'priest to their houses in the 

village and perform the ritual. At first, the priest performs the ritual of 

tarpan, then the ritual of tarpan-sraddha for the spirits of the ancestors of his 

c1iants. This is r'ol1owctl hy the ritual of pitri-hhoj. Vi11agers pay the priest 

with lunch or sweets. It is actually the first day of the ritual of tarpan. The 

priest continues to perform the ritual of tarpan every morning from this day until 

bisarjan at the end of' Durgapuja. FurthfJr detai 1s of tarpan and tarpan-sraddha 

will be given at the appropriate content. 
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d) The twenty-first of Aswin; Catruthipatrika 

'· ., 

Before the nityaseba in the morning, a f3rahman-sebait of the lineage Sat-bhai 

prepares a patrika which i"s a bundle of plants, at the interior room of the temple. 

The patrika in the fourth of the bright fortnight is called "caturthi-patrika" , 

which is made of the four kinds of plants, namely banana, man (arum), kacu (taro), 

and dhan (rice). The bunches of man, . kacu, and dhan are put around a branch of 

banana tree with wide opened leaves. The people think that these plants tbgether 

constitute a symbol of the goddess Durga. 

All altars in the village does not have images of the goddess Durga as is 

generally found in the pandals in Calcutta. They enshrine only a bunch of the 

plants of the cHturthipntrika and the nahapatrika at the a\tars and worship them 

as symbols of the goddess. The village Kshiragram being one of the 51 sakta-pithas, 

the people over have u~·:,Jly restrain from bringing any anthoro6morphic figu~es 

~onnected wi~h the ritual. They think that the temple Jogadya is the a~ode of the 

goddess for all the year round and the goddess Jogadya is an incantation of the 

goddess Sat, viz, Durga. As they have~already the goddess in their village, they 

can not bring other the goddess into the village. 

The Brahman-sebait carries the caturthipatrika in his arms and goes to the 

bank of Kshirdighi with mula-paiks striking a gong and a Baiti playing the drum. 

At the stairs of the ablution bank of Kshirdighi,· they perform ablution of the 

caturthipatrika (caturthipatrika-snan) accompanying the beat of drums and the gong. 

The 13rahman-sehait returns to the Lcmrlc carrying the caturthipntrika and enshrines 

it on the a1tar of Lh~, temple. lie performs the nityaseba (daily service) in the ; 

morning at the altar of' the temple. Af'tcr the nityasehR, the Stlhha-pandit and the 

Brahman-sebait of tho lineage of Sat--bhai take scats in front of the altar. The 

Brahman-sebai t performs the caturthipatrikapuja and the Sabha-pandit assists the 

Brahman-sebait as a nahnpatrika with the chanting of the sacred verses. They put 
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a simple mask of the face of the goddess on the caturthipatrika and dedicate a 

wreath to the neck of the patrika andput paste of sindur on the forehead. After 

the puja, they stand up and perform arati with pancha-pradip, conch-shell, flowers, 

and ritual brush (camar) to the patrika wl th the playing of drum and gong . 
.. 

Finally, they make a deep bow to the altar. From this day, they enshri·he the 

caturthipatrika on the altar and perform the puja every day until the day of 

nabapatirkapuja on the ninth of the bright fortnight. 

At the threshold of the main temple, the Brahman-sebait calls the titles of 

the nine lineages of 'ilC Ugra-Kshatriya again and gives the garlands of sara grass 

to the necks of every representative of the Ugra~Kshatriya in the same way as on 

the day of bodnabami. He also gives phontas of sindur on their foreheads. The 

Malakar gives sindur and sweets to the paiks and the Baiti. 

e) The twenty-third of Aswin; Sasthipuja 

After the sandhyarati on the sixth of the bright fortnight, the Brahman-sebait 

bundles the nine kinds of plants in the interior of the temple, which is called 

nabapatrika. The way of setting the nabapatrika is the same as in the 

ca turthipa trika. The nine kinds of plants arc banana, kacu (taro), haridra 

(turmeric), bel (stone apple), jayanti (egyptian sesban), dadima (pomegrante), asok 

(asok tree), man (arum), and dhan (rice). 1 The Sabha-pandit and the Brahman-sebait 

sit in front of the nabapatrika and put offerings to the altar and start the puja. 

At the directions of the Brahman-sebait inside the temple, the Baiti standing at 

the Natmandir plays the drum intermittcntly·according to the course of the ritual 

steps. After the puja, they perform nrati to the nabapatrika with the gong ·beating 

1 The botanical names of these plants and the the goddess associated with each 
plant are as follows: hanna [musa sapientum; Brahmani], kacu [alocasia indica; Kalika], 
haridra [curcuma domestica; Durga], bel [aegle marmelos; Siv'a], jayanti [sebania sesban; 
Karttiki], dadima [punica granatum; Raktadantika], asok [sarca .indica; Sokarahita], man 
[colocasia esculenta; Camunda], and dhan [oryza sativa; Laksmi]. 
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by the Malakar standing inside the temple. The nabapatrika is left on the altar 

of the temple for tho night. At every altar of Durgapuja in the localities of the 

village, they prepare nabapatrika the same way as in the Jogadya temple. The next 

morning, all priest of Jifferent altars of the village bring the n<.Jhapatrikas out 

of the temple or the altar in the localities and set out to the bank of Kshirdighi 

so as to give them ablution in water. 

At night many Baitis visit the temple. They are employed from the other 

villages for playing drums during Durgapuja in different localities of the village. 

They form usually-a group of four members which consists of two drummers and gong 

players. They stand at the Natmandi r and play their instruments in order to 

dedicate their performances to the goddess of the temple. They visit the temple 

at first and then go to each locality of the village to play their drums in the 

pujas. 

f) The twenty-fourth of Aswin: Saptamipuja 

·:~: 

In the early morning of the seventh of bright fortnight, they perform the 

puja for the nabapatrika. Before the dawn, a Baiti plays tengai signifying the 

beginning of the puja for the nabapatrika of the seventh (saptamipuja). First, a 

Brahman-seba it brings out the nabapn tr ika enshrined on the altar of the temple· to 

the front of the door of the main temple. The Brahman-sebait lays the nabapatrika 

down on a special palanquin made of pamboo and covers the same with a fine sari. 

At the signal of the sound of the drum hy th~ Baiti at the Natmandir, the priest~ 

bring out each nahapatrika from the altars of every locality in the village the 

same way. The pri cs ts carry them on their shou 1 ders. The Bait is accompany them 

playing drums and gongs. Boys from the local it. i es carry the pots of the goddess 

Durga on their hcaus. Tho other f"ollowors holu the incense hurners, brushes 

(camar), and large plates of offerings in their hands. All the nahapatrikas of 
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the localities of the village go towards the Jogadya temple together. They enter 

through the eastern gate of the temple and assemble at the Natmandir. The 

nabapatn"ka of the .logadya temple in placed at the head of the line at the front 

of the door of the main temple. The other nnbnpatrikas form a 1 inG sideways on the 

floor of the ·Natmandir. When all the nabapatrikas have lined up, they start the 

march simultaneously to the hank of Kahsirdighi accompanied by priests and Baitis 

playing drums and gongs. Many allendants holding offerings and other ritual 

utensils follow them. Then the other villagers fo]low. They go out through the" 

western gate of the temple straight ahead to the stairs of the ablution bank of 

Kshirdighi. 

At the hank of Kshirdighi, every priest holds the respective nahnpatrikn in 

hands, and stand in knee-deep water of the pond facing towards the bank where the 

Sabha-pandit stands. At the side of every nabapatrika the assistants for the 

priests are wailing. They hold lhc plates or mlhibns l'or the purification of the 

nabapa tr ikas. At the signal of the Sabha-pandit, every priest performs the ritual 

of taking ablution of the nahapatJ·ikas in the pond (nabapatrika-snan). According 

to the recitation of' the sacred verses by the Sabha-pandit, the priests make 

ablutions ten times with a series of ten ritual items. Fina11y, they pour water 

thoroughly on the nabapatrika. Then, they bring them back to the bank again and 

cover them with sari. The attendants put the nabapatrikas on the palanquin to 

carry on their shoulders. The pots carried by the boys arc filled with water of 

the pond and a twig of mango leaves put onto the mouth of the pots. Boys carry them 

on their heads again. 

The procession of the nabapnirikas goes back towards the Jogadya temple. 

They assemble onci at the Natmandir in the same manner as in the beginning. After 

making a line in front of the mai.n temple, each nabapatrika returns to the altars 

in the localities. At each altar, the priests perform the ritual ablution called 

"mahasnan" to the nabapatrika with the water of the pot and the other ritual 

materials. The nabapatrikas are enshrined on the altars and regular services to 

the goddess in tho morning starts. Tho order of the saptami-puja in the morning 
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is almost the same as the ordinary pujn at the altar but the difference is a 

procession made for the sacrifi'ce of goats to the localities after the saptami-
I 

puja. This procession Tor the sacrifices make clear the relationship between the 

temple ritual and the other rituals in every locality of the village. 
'· 

Soon after the saptami-puja, the Karmakar of the village Jabagram performs 

the sacrifice of the goat at the ground of the Jogadya temple. With the sound of 

the drums and gongs, the p;~iks of the Bagdi hold the head and legs firmly at the 

block of the sacrifice and the Karmakar brings down his sword. The decapitated 

head and the body are offered to 'tho altar. The f3rahman-sebai t starts the arati 

to the nabapatrika inside the temple. lmmediate)y after the arati at the temple, 

the procession .. of the Karmakar, the rmik.<;, and the Baiti set out from the temple 

to every altar of the localities of the Ugra-Kshatriya. At the head of the 

procession, the Karmakar is holding the bloody sword of the sacrifice up in his 

hand. The.paiks or the Bagdi beat the gongs and the Baiti plays the drum. At 

first, they visit the locality of Malpukur-para in the north western extremity of 

the vi 1lage. Then, they go to the locality of Malla-para, Ray-para, Kal ibangra, 
~~~: 

and Samant-para in the end, which is on the eastern side of the village. When 

this procession moves, the participants virtually run. 

At every altar of the localities, each priest performs the puja according to 

the same ritual time described by the almanac. At every altar. they finish the 

pujas at almost the same hour and await arrival of the procession from the temple. 

They stand ready with the gnats to perform the sacrifice in front of the altars. 

When the procession a•:•·ives at the altar, they put .the goats on the block of their 

altars. The Karmakar of the temple has the hlnody sword ready in his hand. The 

paiks and the Bai ti play their instruments. ln the same manner as in the temple, 

the goats are sacrificed by the Kamakar. The b1ood of the goats are poured on the 

altars: Then the protcssion runs for the next altar without delai. The priests 

·of the localities begin llrnU to their nabapatriktJS. In this way, the sacrifice 

of the jogadya temple is performed first, and then other sacrifices are performed 

at various altars of the village. 
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After arati in the .Jogadya temple, the Brahman-sebai t calls the titles of the 

nine lineages of the Ugra-Kshatriya again at the threshold of the main temple. 

Every representative receives garlands of snrn grass from his hand. The order of 

calling the titles is the same as in badonahami and caturthipNtrika. The }Jalakar 

offers sweets to the ', ''' iks and tho Bait i. In tho evening, sandh.varaUs to the 

goddess is performed at every altar in the ordinary way. 

g) The twenty-fifth of Aswin; Astamipuja 

In the morning of the eighth of the bright fbrtnight, some villagers observe 

the abstinence from food for a whole day. Otherwise, many of villagers at least 

abstain from hoi led rice and muri and eat only ruti made of wheat in the afternoon. 

People .in the village dedicate many offerings to the altars of each Durgapuja on 

this day. The three lineages of the.Caudhuris (the Ray) in particular dedicate the 

fixed offering to the jogadya temple every year. The contents are 20kg of atop

·caul, spices, and vegetables per lineage. They dedicate these offerings in return 

for the right to hold the head of the buffalo at the block of the temple for the 

sacrifice of nahamj-puja. Every three years, they select a representative from 

each lineage by turn for this role. They have the duty associated with this role 

to prepare a goat for the sacrifice in Pat-nalan on the 29th of Baishakh as well 

as the offerings on this day. The person and sometimes the lineage in charge of 

holding of the buffa'lo every thr~e year is called paladhar. In addressing the 

titles of the Ugra-Kshatriya hy the Brahman-sehaiL, this P<Jladh~:~r is the second to 

call aloud after daroga-babu. Then, it follows the titles of the nine lineages of 

the Ugra-Kshatriya in the same order as in the jogadyapuja. 

In the afternoon, the Hrahman-schait prepares annahhog on an unglazed pot at 

the hearth of the Bhogl",·noir in the same way as in nahanna-utsnb. After boiling 

the rice, they break the earthen pot into nine pieces. They serve boiled rice, 

tarkari (vcgclah1es), UN! (hoan soup), and cooked fish on them. They stl"ike the 
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gong signifying the time of the bhog and call each title of the nine lineage of the 

Ugra-Kshatriya by turns standing at the veranda of the Bhogmandir. The order of 

·calling is the same as in the other rituals. This food served to the Ugra-

Kshatriya is called "t iklabiri" The annabhog with vegetables and fish on the 
'· 

plates is dedicated in front of the altar inside the temple. There is only one 

occasion to serve the bhog inside the temple each year. Otherwise it is served at 

the Bhogmand i r. 

h) Sandhy ipuja 

The liminal moment between the eighth and the ninth of the bright fortnight 

i s ca 11 ed sandhy i in Benga 1 i. This literfl11y means border and occupies an 

important place in the ritual of Durgapuja. In the village, the Rajkachari gives 
;~r 

the signal of the moment or sandhi in the Jogadya temple to all the altars in the 

village. Every altar of Durgapuja follows the direction of the Rajknchari in their 

.Procedure of the sandhyipuja. This is another case to show the close relationship 

between the temple ritual and the rituals in every locality. 

At the Jogadya temple, the Rrahman-sehaits rerform sandhyipuja inside the 

temple. On the middle point of the floor insiue the room of the temple, they 

prepare a stack of S<lrJ•.l with piles of' offerings on plates and perform the sacrifice 

of a goat on the stack. The Rajkachari, the Sabha-pandU, the Candipatak, and the 

Brahman-sebaits prepare for the puja inside the room. The ritual of sandhyipuja 

starts at twenty-four minutes (i.e., one danda in Bengali traditional calculation) 

before the moment of the sandhyi, which is described on the Bengali almanac. The 

Brahman-sebaits make many devotees come out !'rom the interior room of the temple. 

Without the Brahman caste, the other people arc prohibited to enter inside the 

temple during tho ritual ol' snndhyipuju. Tho Brahman-sobaits dose the door from 

inside and cover the window of the temple by a cloth. A few minutes before the time 

of sandhyi, the Brahman-sehai ts I ight flaming torches of straw inside the room. 



Being filled with the smoke of torches, they perform sacrifice of the goat on the 

stack of sand. A little while hef'orc the moment of sandhyi, two of the Brahman-

sehaits put the goat into position and tie the head and legs with ropes on the 

stock. A Brahman-sebait holds the sword of the goddess in front of the altar. The 

others Brahman-sebaits surround the goat holding the torches in their haoos. The 

Rajkachari stands beside them tooking at a watch in his hand. At the signal of 

a shout by the Rajkachari; "0 ! Ma! " the sword is brought down onto the stack 

at one stretch. The spouting blood is dedicated to the altar. Immediately after 

the sacrifice, they open the door of the temple and give the signal of the 

sacrifice to the 8aitis waiting at the Natmandir. The Baitis begin to play at the 

Natmandir all together. At the sound of the drums from the temple, every priest 

at the altars in the localities know the time to start their sacrifice to the 

goddess. J\ t every al Lar, they a 1 ready finished their s;mdhi_vnpujlis and was prepared 

for the sacrifice in front of the nahnpatrikas. They are standing ready to·perform 

the sacrifice at the signal from the Jogadya temple. Immediately after the sound 

of the drums from the temple, the sacrifices are performed at each altar. 

Formerly messengers were posted in the fields of the village in every 

direction. They used to relay the signal of the time of sf1ndhi shouting; "Ma!" 

from Kshiragram to all vi !!ages around. The people who stood in readiness for the 

sacrifice at every altar of the villages, executed the sacrifice ~t the moment they 

heard the signal of the tj me of sandhi from Ksh i rag ram. l t is a 1 so known that they 

used to employ an earthenware and a small plate which has a very small hole at the 

bottom for their measurement of the time. They set afloat the small plate on the 
.?•:· 

surface of the water that the earthenware is fi l1ed with. They measured twenty

four minutes (one danda) hy the time of a sinking of the plate. They grasped the 

exact time of the sandhjyapuja with this measurement of a danda and the almanac 

sent from the court of Raj. 

At the Sarbamangala temple of the Maharaja at the town of Bardhaman, they 

fire a cannon at the time of' sandhi sti 11 now at the Kamantala in front of the 

temple. lt is cali\:J "kamandak". Al 1 the a] tars neighboring the town of~ 
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Bardhaman followed their time of the sandhyipujas at the sound of the cannon from 

the temple of the Maharaja. Even in Kshiragram, which is sixty-four kilometer 

distance from the town of f3ardhaman, the people could hear the sound of the cannon 

if the time of sandhyi is in the silence of the middle of the night. 
·:;,~2 

After the sacri rices, the Bait is set out from the temp] e to go J;"OUnd the 

altars of the village playing their drums. Within the next twenty-four minutes 

every priest at the altars must finish their arati to the goddess Durga in: their 

respective localities and the Baitis return to the Jogadya temple again. After 

arrival of the Baitis at the temple, the Brahman-sebait starts arati at the altar 

inside the temple. Hence, the araU in the Jogadya temple is the last one of all 

the aratis in the vi i"lage. 

After that, the Brahman-sebait addresses the titles of the nine lirieages of 

the Ugra-Kshatriya again and offers necklaces of sara grass to them.' This is the 

end of the ritual of sandhyipuja. After all rituals are over people rush to 

receive remnants of torches and ropes used to hold the sacrifice inside the temple 

and bring them back to their houses. 

i) The twenty-sixth of Aswin: Nabaini puja 

The ritual in the morning of the day of Nabamipuja is almost the same as in 

the other days of the pUJB besides the sacrifice of a buffalo, which is performed 

in the afternoon at the temple. The paiks of the·Bagdi bring the buffalo to the 

temple. In front of the Natmandir, they set a special block for the sacrifice of 

a buffalo. The people of the village surround the place. The Brahman-sebait 

purifies the h]ock and the large sized sword !"or the buffalo sac.;rificc. The Sabha-

pandit chants sacred verses at the hlo.ck. The Karmakar holds the sword in his hand 

beside the buffalo. A pnik of the Bagdi holds a copper pot of the goddes~ on his 

head with a twig of mango inside. Surrounding the buffalo at the block, a crowd 

of youths gather and jostle each other. Most of them belong to the lower caste of 
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the village such as the Bagdi, the Muci, and the Bauri. They are all half-naked 

wearing a short piece of cloth (gamca) on their waists. A large crowd of the 

villagers make a wide circle further around them. The courtyard of the temple 

overflows with people during the occasion. 

After the chanting to the buffalo, the priest makes a purification 

of the buffalo with the sacred water. He throws a piece of fresh cloth (gamca) 

over the body of the buffalo and puts the paste of sindur on the forehead and the 

horns. He makes tho same to the sword with the water and sindur. £3efore the time 

of the sacrifice, the excited youths enclose and hold the buffalo. But the person 

who holds the head at the block is the representative from the lineage of the 

Caudhuris. Peopl.e swarm the roof of the Natmandir and the eastern gate.'of the 

temple for watching the jostling youth. At the centre point of the block, the 

Karmakar raises the sword and brings it down. At this moment the people reach the 

peak of excitement. The drums and gongs are beaten vehemently. The half-naked 

youths cry and· dance boisterously lifting up their hands at the floor of the 

Natmandir. Some rush to the hlock or the sacri rice and make a deep how and tumbli~ 

about on the ground soah ·d with the fresh blood of the buffalo. Some others scramble 

for the freshly severed head of the buffalo and puts it on his head and joins 

dancing. Others struggle for the.beheaded body and bring it to the tocatity of the 

mula-paiks of the Bagd i. 

After a little while, a dancing march sets out from the temple to ihe village 

with wild striking of drums and gongs. The Bagdi paik with the head of the buffalo 

on his head and the Karmakar lifting the sword in his hands are at the head of the 

parade of the excited people. They go round the streets in the village and visit 

altars in every locality of the Durgapuja. The route of the parade is the same with 

the procession for the sacrif'icc of sRptamipujn, that is the locality of Malpukur

para, Mall a-para, !~ay-para, Ka1 i bangl a, and Samant-para. When the parade has · 

arrived at the altars, they begin at once to perform the sacrifice of their goats. 

They already await for the arrival of them. The parade comes in the square of the 

locality with great excitement. The people of the locality treat the dancing 
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youths with country liquor. The karmakar proceeds in front of the block of goat 

sacriffce, and holds the sword up, which was used for the sacrifice in the Jogadya 

temple. After the sacrifice in the locality, they go to tho next altar. The 

decapitated heads are carried on the shoulders of the Bagdi plliks who join tho 

dancing parade on the streets of the village. 

Soon after the sacrifices, each priest of the altars perform the ritual of 

arati to dedicate the fire to the goddess and the ritual of puspanjaii to dedicate 

flowers to the goddess. Then, another priest performs the ritual of homas; In the 

Jogadya temple, a Brahman-sebait performs it in the style of Tantaric homa inside 

the room of the temple. After the homa, the Candipathak starts the candipath (the 

ritual recitation of the passages of the Mahisasramardini in the Devimahatmya) in 

front of the altar. The Brahman-sebait calls aloud the titles of the nine lineages 

of the Ugra-Kshatriya again and offers the necklaces of sara grass to them. At 

every altar in the vil\Age, the people of the localities parti~ipate in the ritual 

of puspanjali to dedicate !'lowers to the goddess in accordance with the recitation 

of the sacred vcn;es by the priests. Tho rituals of tantra homa and candipath 

follows afterwards. 

j) The twenty-seventh of Aswin; Oasamipuja 

The final stage of Durgapuja is the ritual immersion or hisarjan of the 

goddess Durga, which is performed after the Das.amipuja in the morning at each 

altar. In the vi llah<], hisarjan for the nahapatrikas is performed only after they 

complete Bhagabatipuja, which is a ritual for cows in cow-sheds. After all the 

Bhagabatipujas in the village are over, the Baiti of the temple plays a drum 

announcing the hour to perform bisarjan. At the altars in the localities, every 

priest completes the final ritual for the pot of the goddess, which is also called 

hisarjan according to the Durgnpujnpaddlwti (t.he ritual text for the Durgapuja in 

Bengal). People gather at the altars and hid farewell to the nahapatrika, the symbol 
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of the goddess. 

At the signal of drum by the Baiti, people move the nabapatrikas carefully 

from the altars to the palanquins of bamboo with the sound of conch-shell and ulu 

by the women. Persons carrying the palanquins on their shoulders at both ends 

swing the mihapatn"kas back and forth several times. People think th·at this 

gesture means the fArewell to the goddess at the altar, which is her temporary 

abode on the earth. They dress a l"inc sari over the nabapatrika on the palanquin. 

With the white smoke of incense burners (dhunuci) and using fans for the palanquin, 

the nahapatrika set out to the temple Jogadya. A1ready many nabapatrikas have 

. assembled at the temple. The priests and followers attend to each palanquin 

holding the plates of offerings, incense burners, and brushes (camar) in their 

hands. Some carry pots and fl owen; of the altars. From the loca 1 i ty of the 

Brahman of the village, many people bring trees of Manasa from their garden and 

join the parade of the nabapatrika. These were planted on the day of Manasapuja 

in the lunar month of f3hadra. The family who enshrines a Durga-pot in their 

household altar brings out the pot .putting a twig of mango in it and participate 

. in bisarjan. In the same manner as in the nabapatrika-snan of the day of 

saptamipuja, each nnhnp11trikn form a line in tho Natmandir once nnd then tho 

procession of the nabapatrikas set out to the bank of Kshirdighi. 

At the stairs of the ablution bank of Kshirdighi, every priest hold the 

· nabapatrika in his hand and stands in a 1 ine in the water of the pond. All the 

priests look toward the Sahha-pandit who is standjng on a raised ground of the 

bank. According to the recitation of the sacred ve-rses by the Sabha-pandit; they 

perform the ritual of bisar)an of the nabapatrika. At the same time, the other 

utensils used in the ritual such as for carrying flowers, incense, and the pots of 

water are thrown into the pond. The trees of the goddess Manasa and the pots of 

Durga (durga-ghat) are thrown too. After the bisar jan, the priests give a vine of 

aparajita (butterfly pea) to the people, and put it around the]r left hands at the 

bank. Some receive a mark of sindur on their foreheads form the priests in exchange 

of a deep how mado to Lhom. 
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From the bank of Kshirdighi to the Jogadya temple, they used to perform 

mayurnac after bisnrjnn of Durgapuja 1n the same manner as in the ritual of 

Jogadyapuja . At any rate, people return to the temple to make a bow once and then 

go back to the altars of their localities. At the altars, the pc-)ople. accept prasad 
.• .. 

which is calied dadikarma. It consists of muruki, eire, khai, sweets suc'h as gur 

or misthi, and yogurt as offerings to the goddess Durga. At the ·end. of the. ritual, 

the villagers celebrate the triumph of the goddess over the demon Mahisasura, and 

drink a kind of juice mixed with water, sugar, 1 ime, salt, and siddhi. 

In the evening of the day of Dasami, people perform Vi jay-pranam. The people 

of the village !isit the elder persons of their locality, relatives, and the house 

of the family priest (kula-purahita). They celebrate the day of Vijay-dasami (the 

day the goddess Durga's triumph over the demon Mahisasur) and make a deep bow at 

the feet of the el dor person, .and omhrace each other three times. This manner of 

embrace is called "kalakuli" They embrace, if they are friends of the same 

locality or relatives in the same generation. The people holonginR to the lower 
. ,~)' 

caste of the village visit the house of their masters belonging to upper castes . 

. They dedicate a pair of small fish in a sieve of bamboo to the master. The master 

puts paste of sindur on the fish and offers it to the household altar. Afterwards 

they cook them and eat. Neverthtess, they offer prasad of dhadikarma in exchange 

of the fishes to the lower caste who visit them. The custom to visit the house of 

the upper caste or the master by the tenants ar agricultural labours continue till 

the day before Kalipuja in the village. Within this period, the people of the 

lower castes of the vi \\ago visit many houses or the upper castes simply to receive 

food such as eire or muri. 
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3. Durgapuja in the localities of the Ugra-Kshatriya 

a)Patronal I ineage 

As already mentioned, there were f'ivc Durgapujas in 199,1 in the village 

beside the puja in the Jogadya temple. These pujas are organized by the f~ve. Ugra-

Kshatriya 1 ineages of the village. Each 1 ineage forms a small local community in 

the village society. The following is the list of the Durgapujas in different 

localities held in 1994. 

Table-19 Duragapuja:-; ,:i the Ugra-Kshatriya 

Locality Patronal lineage :;-ii Priest Place 

!)Uttar-para Bara-Ray Kalacand Durgabangla 

2)Uttar-para Na-Ray Kalacand Ray-para-mandir 

3)Moarpukur-para Caudhuri Taradas Moarpukur-para 

1\) Mall a-para Malia Kalacand Malla-para-mandir 

5)Samant-para Chotasamant Sat-bhai Samant-para-mandir 

All of the DurgapujRs are thought to have the founders who belong, to the 

particular lineages of the Caudhuri (the Ugra-Ksha tr"i ya) in the village. With regard 

'to the Ourgapujas or t), 2), and 3) in Uttar-para and Moarpukur-para, it is 

possible to trace back the lineages of the founders of the ritual five generations 

before. For the Durgapujas at Malla-para and Samant-para it is difficult now to 

trace back the generations from the original founder, Neverthless, they regard it 

as an exclusive ritual to the other lineages. 

The locality Samanl-para is djvided into the two sub-localities, namely the 
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Bara-Samant-para and the Chota-Samant-para. According to their oral tradition, 

they share common ancestors among the members dwelling in the present two 

localities. Once they branched off into the two sub-lineages, they can not trace 

back to the name of their common ancestor through their genealogy. But, they think 

that it is obvious from the fact that all of them have the common title Sainant live 

in the neighboring two sub-localities in the eastern side of the village. They 

have, now, even marriage relations in a few families between the two sub-

localities. Some vi !lagers regard that the members within the seven generations 

as a lineage (bangsha in Bengali) are not allowed to have marr\age relations among 

them. If it is beyond the seven generations, however, they could ·marry one 

another, although they still think they have the common ancestor as an agnate 

(gashti). 

It is said that the two sub-! incagcs of the Samant have branched off before 

seven generation, and the originator of the sub-lineage of the Chota-Samant is the 

founder of the Durgapuja of their 1oca1 i ty. This fact suggests that the Durgapuja 

of the locality in the village are basically based on the member sharing the common 

founder of the rituaJ and this means the supporters of the Durgapuja in charge of 

the year are always the descendants of the common ancestor of the lineage. The 

case of the Durgapuja in the Caudhuri of the Uttar-para would be effective to 

examine as a further example. 

b)On the genealogy of the I ineages of Caudhuri 

It is no longer remembered hy anyone in detail the genealogical relationship 

of the lineages of the Caudhuri as a whole fr.om their origin i.n the village. They, 

in fact, consist of fo~r sub-lineages now name after the four main localities in 

the northern part of the village. This is collectively called Uttar-para: The three 

lineages of them are liiready mentioned as the lineages participated in the temple 

ritual as the Bara-I~ay, the Chota-Ra/ and the Caudhuri. The other one is the 

lineage of the Na-Ray, which is one of the patronal lineages of the Durgapuja in 
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Uttar-para. At present, each of them introduce themselves with the title of 

Caudhuri, although the three lineages of them have the title Ray in the ritual 

discourse in the ]ogadya temple. 

Some elderly persons still remember the geMalbgy of a few g&Mrations of the 
.. 

Caudhuris. According to the persons belonging to a branch of the jayka.li, for 

example, they can tell about the founder jaykal~ and his four sons. Now, most of 

the children of these four sons are the heads of each family of the branch. There 

are more than twenty hou.seholds within this hranch of Jaykali. They could recognize 

the kinship relations among them easily. Jaykali had a younger brother named 

Nahar. Nahar had two sons and the descendants of them count.s more than ten 

households now. 1t is also easy to ac~nowledge the kinship relations among the 

lineage members of Nahar, although only a few elderly persons in the locality can 

exactly recognize the kinship relations between the two branches, namely the 

Jaykali and the Nahar. What is called the 1ineage of the Bara-Ray, however, is the 

descendant of these two branches col lectivc]y and it could trace back their 

ancestry from the father of Jaykali and Nahar. According to an elderly person, 

Haradan was the father nf jaykali and Nahar. Thus, Haradan is the original founder 

of the lineage Bara-Ray. This is one of the titles which consist of the nine 

lineages of the Ugra-Kshatriya of the village and the four lineages of the 

Caudhuris as well. In the rituals of the Jogadya temple, the Brahman-sebaits call 

aloud the names 6f these titles. Diagram-2 helps to expl~in the detailed genealogy 

of the lineages of the Caudhuris. The following discussion shall make clear the 

relations of the Caudhuris according to this Diagram. 
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Diagram-2 The genealogy of the lineage of Bara-Ray and its angshidar 

The first is "De" Title 
'· 

The Bardhaman Maharaja endowed with the titles of "Caudhuri" & "Ray Caud~uri" 

Raja Udaycand Ray 

Lakshancandra Ray (Eruyar; 1746/7) 

Badancandra Ray (Kshiragram; 1774/5, Bararam Raycaudhuri) 

Bar a Ray => Haradan 

Meja Ray => migrat~d 

Seja Ray => migrated 

Na Ray => Duhraj => Bancharam 

Chota Ray => Gopal Caudhuri 

· [Bararay] 

Haradan (16) 

Jaykali (8) 

Kunjyabihari (2) 

Lakshinarayan (1) 

Rajkrishna(l/3+1/6) 

Raj'..;umar (1/2) 

Pari mal 

Ratindrakumar 

Danday 

Prankrishna(l/3+1/6+2) 

Tarakna th (5/4) 

San tanu (5/ 4) 

Bishwanath(5/4) 

=> Bara,Meja,Seja,Na,Chota 

Ani l krishna (l (:~) -4 Rajkrishna/Prankrishna 
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Kartikgaswhar 

Copcshwar 

Shushibhusan (1) 

13amuk('.:.; ( 1) 

KamarkanL(l/5+2/15) 

Unknown_(}/3). 

GanapaLi (1/5+2/15~i· 

S i ddh ina th (1/6) 

Madusdan ( 1/6) 

Basudeb (1/5) - Kamar/Ganapati/Nimai 

Minarkant(l/5) - Kamar/Ganapati/Nimai 

Nimaicand(l/5+2/15) 

Tapas (1 /6) 

Tarun (1/6) 

Ramlal (2) 

Debnarayan(2) 

·Atul(l) 

.) aga tbandu ( l/2) 

Apurba(L/10) 

Ashok (1/1 0) 

Ashishu(l/10) 

Kalyan (1/10) 

Anupu (l/10). 

Kripashindu(l/2) 

ShupriyR 

Shushoban 

Ahhaykal i (1) 

Jagcshwar(l/IJ) 

Muk reshwa r (I I tJ) 

Dipankal(l/4) 
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Shwarhoshwar(l/~) 

Samacaran (2) 

Mahadeb(2) ~ Prankrishna(2) 

Matila1(2) 

Ketranath(2/3) ~ share with all Angshidars 

Anukulal(l/3) 

Anant(l/3) 

Subasu (2/:l) 

Jyogycsh (2/:l) 

Baguba t ( 1 /6) 

Prabasu ( t /24) 

Prakas (1/24) 

Anangamahan(l/21) 

Rajibracan(l/21i. 

Shamarket(l/6) 

Ashokkumar ( 1/6) 

Shibakali (1/6) 

Candasckar 

Krishnakal i (l/6) 

Hemantkanak(l/18) 

Bas an th i kas (1/1 H) 

Jayant (l/18). 

Sharat (2/:~) · 

Tulusicaran(2/3) 

Shudanshusekar(l/6) 

Manik (1/6) 

Sas th i caran ( 1/fl) 

Keshab (1/6) 

Nahar (8) 

GasLhabihari f<1) 
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Ekkari(l) ~ Dulal(l/2)/Renupad(l/2) 

Dulal (1+1/2+1/2) 

Basudch (2/3) 

.lyatirma 

Paramshuk (2/:3) 

Tanumay 

Rahindnat.h 

Cinmay 

Budeb (2/3) 

.Jayant 

Sumant 

Acint 

Nandadu I,, I ( 1) ~ Du La i (I /2) /Rc=t tancand (I /2) 

Renupad(l+l/2+1/2) 

Dhanakrishna(2) 

Ra tancand (2+2) 

Unknown(l+l) 

Ari ndam (1) 

[Bhaktimati] (1/2+1/2) 

[Shant i] (1 /2+ 1/2) 

[Kanti] (1) ~ [Bhaktimati]/[Shanti] 

[Unknown] 

Unknown(!+!)~ 

Radagahind(2) 

[Jamuna] (1) 

[Narayan i] (1) 

Unknown(!) ~ Unknown/Unknown 

Unknown ( 1) ---. Unknown/Unknown 
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Let us now examine Lhc historical evidence referring to the origin of the 

lineages of the Caudhurl ln Lhc vl\\agc. The family of Raycaudhuri is scattered 

over the pargana Dhenya ( "pargana"· is a collection boundary of taxes in i:he Mugal 

period), which roughly corresponds to the Mangalkote block at present. This has 

handed down the main family of Raycaudhuri in the village Caitannyapur near Kaicaur 

at the eastern part of the Mangalkote Block. According to the chart, the actual 

founder of the lineage of Caudhuri in Kshiragram came from a lineage entitled "De" 

in the village Eruyar situated in the Bhatar hlock of today as shown in the 

following quotation: 

The chart of the 1 ineage of' Raycaudhuri f'amj)y, .. 

The original founder of' this lineage (bangsha) is the Raja Udaycand Ray 

Deb Tatri Barnman. The people of him were a famil_v enti tied "De,, in 

the pargana Dhenya, and their original gotra was "Bishnu" ... 

The original founder in lhe village Eruyar was Lakshan Candra, who 
I 

came into thC' viJlage in 1154 (Bengalisan; B.S.) ... 

The origintJ 1 Founder in the vii ]age Kshiragram was BadafJ Candra (bis 

wife's nnme i .... Parhhati), who came into lhe village in 1182 (B.S.) ... 

Ram Candra (his wife is Harasundari) Jived in the village Caitannyapur 

in 1202 (B.S.) ... 

These descriptions indicate that the original family of Raycaudhuri came into 

the village Eruyar around 1746/7 A.D. and they migrated from the village Eruyar to 

the village Kshiragram around_ 1774/5 A. D. and then to the village Caitannyapur 

around 1794/5 A.D. These suggest that Badan Candra Ray De is tho original founder 

of the 1 ineages of tl;"!.' Caudhuri s of today in the village Kshi ragram. Many of th~ 

elderly persons in Lho village say that all those who are called Caudhuri now used 

to be addressed as l~ay hy the other localities a few decades ago . .Tust after 

1 Independence, most of the members of the Ray in the village began to introduce 

themselves as the Caudhuri. This is supported by the fact that in the ritual of 
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• the Jogaday temple, the Brahman-sebaits still call aloud their old titles such as 

Bara~Ray and Chota-Ray referring the present lineages of the CRudhuri. 
·' 

We have some further clues from the materials inside the village tq: examine 

the origin of the lineages of the Caudhuri. Tt may be noticed that in the ritual 

discourse the titles of the 1 i noagos of tho Caudhuri s have five names. At the 

Jogadya temple, the Brahman-sobaits call aloud three titles of the Caudhuris; these 

are "Bara-Ray" , "Chota-Ray" , and "Caudhuri" 1n addition to these titles, 

there is another one 1 inoago called "Na-Ray", which is one of the lineages of the 

. Caudhuris organizing Durgapuja in the vi I !age. The old tradition in the village 

tells that the branches of "Meja-Ray" and "Seja-Ray" had migrated out from the 

village long time ago. These mean that the lineage of Caudhuri, which used to be 

called "Ray" , ls composed of the l'ive sub-lineages originating from the five 

brothers at a point of time. It is, therefore, possible to assume that each branch 

of the four lineages of Caudhuri of today had a common ancestor although now it is 

difficult to recognize them as of tho same lineage. The upper lines of Diagram 

shows the reconstructed relationship about the original founder and the descendant 

of the Caudhuri. 

As reported by art old man of the 1 i neage Bara-Ray, their 1 i neage began with 

Haradan who had two sons, namely Jaykali and Nahar as already mentioned. The 

younger generations ol' tho I i neago of' today regard their anccs tor as four brothers, 

namely Kunjalal, Ramlal, Shamlal, and Matilal. The father of the four brothers is 

Jaykali. Who is the father of Haradan could not be traced. 

Their legendary ancestor was a local chief in former times. The name of the 

chief is Bararam Raycaudhuri and his original title was De. He came from the 

village Eruyar and had five sons. Bararam is the actual ancestor of the branch of 

Hara-Ray in Kshiragram and tho eldest son of Rararam Raycnudhuri· corresponds to the 

original founder of the Bara-Ray. These lead us to an assumption that the other 

lineages of the Na-Ray, Chota-Ray, and Caudhuri in the village share the same 

traditions as their ancestor with the Bara-Ray. The Chota-Ray had Udaynarayan 

Raycaudhuriit as their ancestor, who is supposed to be related by birth with 
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Bararam Raycaudhuri. This is the same case with the lineage of the Caudhuri of the 

village. According to a written document preserved in a family of the Caudhuri, 

their original ancestor is described as the Raja Barararn Raycaudhuri. Thus all can 

draw an inference that the members of the lineages holding the title Caudhuri at 

present in the village have the common ancestor, Bararam Raycaudhuri, as~is shown 

already in Diagram. 

The branches of "Bara-Ray" , "Chota-Ray" , and "Na-Ray" among the lineages 

of Caudhuri have perf'ormed the Durg<ipuja for generations. The ritual organizations 

within them bear the distinctive rotation system (sola-anna-puja) to maintain their 

rituals. The following discussion regarding the case df this system in the lineage 

of Bara-Ray shall indirectly support this assumption through the genealogy of the 

Bara-Ray. 

c) The So/a-anna-puja of the Bara-Ray 

The lineage of tho Rnra-Ray performs their nwn Durgapuja every autumn nn tho 

yearly shift among each head of the lineage. As is already discussed in chapter-

III, it is the duty for the Brahman-sebait to perform the daily service every day 

. without interruption, but in the case of Durgapuja, it is the responsibility of 

each lineage to. continue their ritual every year for generations. This sort of 

organization of Durgapuja is also called "sola-anna-puja" in the village, i.n 

contrast to the modern style of Durgapuja in the towns, which is usually called 

"barayaripuja" , or "snrbH)aninpujn" . Let us now look more carefully into the 

inner system of the ritual organization of Durgapuja in the localities. 

The shift assigned to each head of the lineage means the duty to perform the 
-:~::. 

Durgapuja in the allocated year according trr the quota of each member. The quota 

(angsha) of each angshidar (holder of the quota) of the Bara-Ray is shown after 

each name in parentheses in the Diagram. Every member recognizes his own ratio, 

and their sons inherit the ratio attached to the duty and the right to perform the 

ritual of the 1 ineage evenly from the father. The three sons of Rajkumar, for 

example, Parimal, Rathin, and Danday in Lhe upper lines of' Diagram think their 
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share of the ratio wi II he 1/6 anna each, aftel- inheritance from their father. The 

quota of each member is always connected Lo the total sum (sixteen annll), and 

·indicates the position ()f' their own C'\mong all the members of the llncE\g~. 

Parimal' s ratio 1:mm 1/6 anna, therefore, will represents of 1/96 prc)portion of 

the total, if we calculate sola-anna as the unit (16:1/6 = 96:1). This means his 

duty to perform their lineage Durgapuja is once in every 96 years. In 1993, Rajkumar 

performed in practice the Durgapuja on behalf of the lineage. Because of his ratio 

of 1/2 anna, ·the next turn of his family in the lineage will be after thirty-two 

years (16:1/2 = 32:1). If' the three sons have succeeded this duty, the sons would 

perform l t every 32 years hy turn. This means once in 96 years each. That is the 

quota of 1/96, namely l/6 anna(l: l/96 = 16: t :/6). ln the extreme case of Bagubat 

in· the middle of Diagram, his four sons will succeed 1/24 anna each. This means 

the duty to perform the ritual will be in once in 384 years (16:1/24 = 384:1). It 

is not possible to discharge his.duty during his lifetime. 

Usually, the holder of the quota (angshidar) is the head of the household. 

Each head recognize the quota (tmgsha) of his own, which indicate directly his 

position among the members of the lineage. The duration to bear the duty as an 

angshidar is since the death of his father ti 11 his own death. During this period, 

when his quota falls under the sift of the yearly Ourgapuja, he has to make all 

arrangements for the ritual and performs it pompously on behalf of the lineage. 

Only after the death of' the head, the son,s can succeed their own part of the quota. 

Then, he becomes an angshjda~ But, about their potential position in the lineage, 

they can easily presume by way of the peculiar calculation system of sola-anna. 

In case of the family without successors such as no sons, they can transfer their 

quota to the other branches of the 1 ineage. Normally, it is transferred to one's 

near kin. In the case of Rajkumar, his grandfather is Lakshinarayan held one anna 

as his quota of the ritual. lie had three sons, and they succeeded to 1/3 anna each 

after his death. One of the s~ns, Anilkrishna, wanted to give up his ~uty and the 

quota on some· personal reason. 

it to his two elder brothers. 

Then, he divided his quota into two (1/6) and gave 

As the result of this transfer, his two brother held 
. .0~.· 
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l/2 anna (1/3 + 1/6) .. 

If ariy one angshidllr of the lineage is missing, ~hey can not cqntinue to 

perform the ritual in its total form. Reckoning the quota of each angshidar of the 

lineage, each member can recognize ea~ily the position of the ancestor as well as 

the other members in the lineage. For example, the father's quota is th~ sum of 

the quota among his hrothers. The quota of the grandfather counts the total sum 

/ of his brothers and cousins .. In this way, he can understand easily his position 

in the patrilineal relations of his lineage, if he knows the quota of each member. 

His upper generations always possess a relatively larger ratio and ultimately the 

original founder of the ritua1 holds the total amount of the quota, namely sola-anna 

Tn the case or .t.he Bara-T~ay, each Rngshhlfir recognizes pr·ccisely their own~ 

quota of the ritual still now, though they do not know who is the actual founder 

of the ritua1. Through the quota keeping among the members, we can calculate the· 

quota holding by the upper generations. As far as the villagers know, Lakshinarayan 

has one anna, and he had one younger brother. So that, we can estimate easily the 

father of Lakshinarayan had two anna, and Jaykali, the grandfather of Lakshinarayan, 

had eight anna, because he had four sons. Then, we can see that the holder of the 

sola-anna of the lineage was the ·father of Jaykali and Nahar, whose name is 
/ 

Haradan. Alt these make it clear that the actual founder of the ritual is Haradan, 

who is supposed to be the original founder of the lineage Bara-Ray as one of the 

lirieages of Caudhuri in the village: This calculation on the ritual quota of the 

Bara-Ray supports what the old man of the Bara-Ray had said. All the members of 

·the Sara-Ray are branched off from this original, ritual founder and they can 

recognize the patrilineal relationship among them by way of the calculation of the 

quota of Durgapuja. 

On the occasion of Durgapuja, the {lngshidar represents all the members of the 

lineage. As an angshidar, he is regarded as the symbol of totality of the lineage. 

If he fails to perform the ritual successfully, all the members of the lineage 

would think that they have to miss the favour of tho goddess. 
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d)The offerings 

At the altar of Kalibangra in Uttar-para, the lineage of Bara-Ray performs 

their Durgapuja jointly. lt is the patron of the shift of the year among the \ 

people of the lineage who prepare the offerings by turns as mentioned be~ow. 

The sacrifices prepared hy the angshidar 

Male goat not emascul~ted 

head Saptami Jogadya temple 

Sheep 

head Dasami Ugal-puja 

3 heads Saptami Kalibangla 

Sandhyipuja Kalibangla 

Nabami Kalibangla 

Share in the three goats of saptami, sandhyipuja, and nabami 

The hind legs for the Candipath and the hom 

The heads of the three for the Karmakar 

1 head Nabami. 

Wax gourd 

1 head Nabami 

The other offerings 

Bhv}hv for the all housDolds of Brahman in the village 

Siddha-caul, vegetables 82 plates 

Nai_b_edya for the pujari and the tantradharak at the altar 

Atop-caul (2.5Kg per day), vegetables 8 plates (for four days) 

Dadibandya for the pujari and the tantradharak 

Siddha-cau1, purna-patra, _ syajyeru-hari 1 plate per day 

Baran-bastra for the pujari and the tantradharak in the day of sasthi 

Dhuti 2 pi cces 
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Utsarga for four days 

Sari 4 pieces for the pujari and the tantradharak 
\ 

Game a 4 pieces for the pu]ari and the tantradharak 

Cadar 2 pieces for the pujar i and the tan t1'8dharak 
.. 

Came a 2 pieces for the Candipatak and the hnmn in Naha~i 

Dakshina 5 Rs each for the pujari and the tantradharak 

Ka l apa ta -nfl i hed_va plate per day for the hamel 

Bara-naibecly.: in the day of' astaini 

A top-cau I (21 Kg, :3 p 1 a tcs ) 

2 p1 a tes for the pujar i, plate for the tnntradharak 

Sweets and fruits for four days 

for the pujari and the tantradharak 

Banana 1 kafun for the pujari and the tFmtradharak 

Dhadikarma 

Cire, murki, gur, dai, and siddhi 

for the assemblage, the pujari, and the tantradharak 

The others 

Baiti Naibedya · 4 plates 

Money 180 Rs 

pujari Money 151 Rs 

tan t radhtl rnk Money 150 Rs 

Naibedya donated by the paladhar of the year 

Annabhog for the temple 

Atop-caul (20Kg), vegetables, and spices 

e) Durgapuja in·the households 

During the period of the Durgapuja of the temple Jogadya, the village people 
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have several ritual practices in their households. Mainly these rituals are 

performed by the dominant caste groups of the village such as the Brahman and the 

Ugra-Kshatriya, although some parts of the rituals are held by all the villagers . 

i) The puja to durgagha l 
. • .. ·. 

The housewives of each household perform the ritual to a small pot, called 

"durga-ghat" (pot of the goddess Durga), at their household altars every day 
;~)~~· 

during the Durgapuja, In the day of badnabami, which is the ninth of the dark 

fortnight in the lunar mont~) of Aswin, they bring out small copper pots in the 

houses at the signal of the sound of the drum by the Baiti in the temple Jogadya. 

Soon a procession of the pots starts from the Jogadya temple to the Khelapukur. 

They ordinarily draw water from the ponds neighboring their houses. But ritual 

march of the pots from the temple to draw the water from Khelapukur has become a 

part of the tradition .. The housewives at the northern locality of the village hold 

the pot in their hands and st~nd on both sides of the street from the Khelapukur 

to the temple. They light incense and votive lights, and make a deep bow to the 

march of the pot on the street. Then, they bring back their pots to their houses 

to enshrine on the altar and put a twig of bel onto the pots. They perform same 

·ritual associated with the pots ovary morning and evening. Most of the households 

of the dominant castes of the village enshrine them in their houses except for the 

families belonging to the lineages which organize Durgapuja of the locality such 

as the Bara-Ray and the Na-Ray. 

They bring out tho pots to the neighbori.ng ponds again in the day of 

caturthipatrika, which is the fourth'of the bright fortnight, and replace the water 

at the signal of the caturthipatrika-snan by the Bai ti at the temple. In the day 

of nabapatrika-snan, which is on the seventh of the bright fortright they repeat 

the performance for the third time to the sound of the Baiti. They continue to 

perform the puja to the pot twice a day unti 1 the day of Vijay-dasami, which is the 

tenth of the bright fortnight. At the time of bisarjan of the nabapatrika at the 

altars, they bring out the pots along with the procession of the nabapatrika and 
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throw the water inside the pots into the ponds. 

Some households of the Brahman-sebait in the village perform this ritual in 

a little different way. They draw the water in the day of bodhan, and throw the 

water in the early morning the next day. They draw again in the day of 

caturthipatrika-snan and throw it the next morning. They perform the puja to the 

pots only during the four days from the day of saptamipuja to Vijay-dasami. They 

throw the water at the time of bisar)an in the end. 

i i) Tarpan 

After the nabami-hodhan in the day of the dark fortnight,· the households of 

the Brahman perform tho ritual for the ancestors of the seven generations. That 

is called "tarpan" . The Brahman-purohi ts perform tarpan every morning from the 

day of Nahami-bodhan ti1l tho day of Mahalay in their houses. Some devout families 
·:~iir 

of the dominant castes perform it too, although they need the guidance of their 

kula-purohits. The day of Mahalay is in the new moon before Durgapuja. It is 

generally supposed as the day of beginning to recite the sacred teach of the goddess 

Durga (the story of the lrlahishasramardini) and the· final day of tarpan for 

ancestors as well. On this day, the kula-purohits bring the heads of the jajman 

families to the ablution bank of the Ganga and perform the ritual called tarpan

sraddha to them. The '-;cquence of the tarpan-sraddha is as fo) lows in the vi] lage: 

1) r isi tarpan, 2) deb tarpan, 3) ma.nushtarpan, 4) qista tarpan, 5) jamtarpan, 

6) ramtarpan, 7) .lakshantarpan, and 8) agyat tarpan. These rituals consist roughly 

of the three steps of reception, namely, reception for the spirits of thi seven 

generations of their ancestors, the varjous kinds of deities, and the reception for 

·· the kula-purohi ts. 
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